Incident occurs: instructor directs student to leave class and schedule meeting. If behavior is threatening or violent, Blinn College police have jurisdiction and the Blinn College Discipline Code as outlined in the “Student Handbook” takes precedence.

Level 1
Student and Instructor Meet*

No Meeting
- Student barred from class (Instructor notes no meeting on resolution form)

Level 2
Student, Instructor, and Division Chair (or designee) Meet

No Meeting
- Student barred from class (Instructor notes no meeting on resolution form)

Level 3
Student, Dean and/or designee, Instructor, and Division Chair (or designee) Meet

No Meeting
- Barring extenuating circumstances (e.g., medical emergency) student is administratively dropped from the course following drop policy. (Instructor/Division Chair/Dean notes no meeting on resolution form)

Level 4
Student may appeal to the Hearing Officer

Student returns to class
- Student may not return to class until resolution is met. If deemed necessary, the instructor may ask a third party to be present. If the instructor is a division chair, skip level 2. If no resolution is achieved at LEVEL 3, the student may appeal to the Hearing Officer. NOTE: STUDENT HAS FIVE DAYS TO COMPLETE THE ABOVE PROCESS. If no resolution at LEVEL 4, student is dropped from course following drop policy: “W,” “WP,” or “WF.”